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Evans plans for forums
asked, "which ones are the radicals, I know I don't want to vote for them."

The young lady behind the table pointed them out and selected, I don't know any of the candidates listed here."

The young lady replied, "you must make your own decision."

The gentleman answered, "I don't care who wins as long as it isn't Yippie."

I pray to God this is not the typical, apathetic, misinformed voter at Cal Poly. If it is, no wonder our campuses are being destroyed by radical diemant. It isn't the "establishment" that carries all the blame, but it is our brothers and sisters who refused to accept the responsibility of informing themselves on issues and dedicating themselves to a cause fit to work for and a self fit to live.

Roger Kelson

Previous story reveals rules are discriminatory

EDITOR:

It is a peculiar thing, indeed, when the rules and regulations are kept rigid and inflexible when applied to "undesirable"entities on this campus, while the usually unqualified"can be seen as a purely racist statement when it is discovered that there is a per cent allowance at this school for agriculture students which is supported by the influential farmers in this area.

In addition, the handy-panky in college athletics in retaining flunking star athletes is never questioned to probe the proper manner in which U.S. carries all the blame, but it is our brothers and sisters who refused to accept the responsibility of informing themselves on issues and dedicating themselves to a cause fit to work for and a self fit to live.

Linda Fishman

Better method?

During the election, there was a lot of criticism flying around on the method in which the voting was handled. The most glaring criticism was the fact that the election system wasn't set up to handle an election of this type. They are pressing for their opinions to be made your own decision. The gentleman answered, "I don't care who wins as long as it isn't Yippie."
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Budget strain—Kiosk lives on

In an attempt to refurbish the Architecture Department is Kendall's Kiosk, the Kiosk will be selling the usual fresh donuts and coffee for 10 cents. It will be open weekdays, from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Soviets for troop pullout

WASHINGTON UPI—The White House welcomed a suggestion by Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev that the Kremlin is interested in reducing troop levels in Europe. The administration is proposing a move in the Senate to cut U.S. forces by half.

Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield, sponsor of the troop reduction proposal, also welcomed a speech by Brezhnev urging the Western Powers to initiate negotiations with the Soviets for troop pullouts. The administration is proposing a move in the Senate to cut U.S. forces by half.

Secretary of State William P. Rogers, who will concetrally on NATO allies in June on disarmament tactics, told senators that adoption of the Mansfield amendment would be a "mistake of historic proportions."

He testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee with reference to Brezhnev's speech: "The reason they indicate a willingness to negotiate is that they know we won't do it unilaterally. If we do it unilaterally, Brezhnev doesn't have any reason at all to hesitate."
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The coordination of the annual "country fair on a college campus" sections in the hands of the Poly Royal Board. This year the board was given a budget of a little over $7,000 and they spent all. According to Wright, about $17,000 was spent on publicity.

The festival was used as operating capital for the general events on campus: food for the rodeo, bands for the dances, prizes for the carnival and food for the barbeque, to mention a few.

This money is usually all returned to the Associated Students, Inc., and Wright is confident that it happened again this year. The board receives proceeds from a 60 cents tax on all profits made from the commercial stands and general events. The sponsoring groups receive a fee and sometimes a percentage of the gate receipts, according to Wright, and the rest goes to the board.

Wright counters by saying that for every student who tires of the usual, there is more to see; it cannot be "weed out." Displays were more professional this year, Wright argues. They were all carefully planned, not just thrown together, he said. The statistics indicated that the number of booths and displays remained about the same.

Many people seem dissatisfied with the two-day festival. One student commented, "Poly Royal has steadily been going downhill," and this year it reached the bottom.
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TROUBLE WITH A CAPITAL "T"

Broadway's notorious Professor Hill, chief character of the long running play "The Music Man" would have probably felt right at home with today's pool scene.

Or, would he? In his day pocket billiards were played down the alley-behind closed doors. And never by "respectable people." Today not only do respectable men play the game, but so do "respectable women." Not only that—but on a college campus!